word count: 299 17 18 2 Abstract 19 Meiotically driving sex chromosomes manipulate gametogenesis to increase their 20 transmission at a cost to the rest of the genome. The intragenomic conflicts they produce 21 have major impacts on the ecology and evolution of their host species. However their 22 42 scale. 43
ecological dynamics remain poorly understood. Simple population genetic models predict 23 meiotic drivers will rapidly reach fixation in a population and spread across a landscape. In 24 contrast, natural populations commonly show spatial variation in the frequency of drivers, 25 with drive present in clines or mosaics across species ranges. For example, Drosophila 26 subobscura harbours a Sex Ratio distorting drive chromosome ("SRs") at 15-25% frequency 27 in North Africa, present at less than 2% frequency in adjacent Southern Spain and absent in 28 other European populations. Here, we investigate the forces preventing the spread of the 29 driver northward. We show that SRs has remained at a constant frequency in North Africa, 30 and failed to spread in Spain. We find strong evidence in favour of our first hypothesis, 31 genetic incompatibility between SRs and Spanish autosomal background. When we cross SRs 32 from North Africa onto Spanish genetic backgrounds we observe strong SRs specific 33 incompatibilities in hybrids. The incompatibilities increase in severity in F2 male hybrids, 34 leading to almost complete infertility. We find no evidence supporting a second hypothesis, 35 that there is resistance to drive in Spanish populations. We conclude that the source of the 36 stepped frequency variation is genetic incompatibility between the SRs chromosome and the 37 genetic backgrounds of the adjacent population, preventing SRs spreading northward. The incompatibility. This demonstrates that incompatibilities between drive chromosomes and 41 naïve populations can prevent the spread of drive between populations, at a continental Introduction 44 Meiotically driving chromosomes are a class of selfish genetic element that spread through 45 the selective destruction of gametes that bear the homologous chromosome (Burt and 46 Trivers, 2006) . This destruction ensures representation of the driving chromosome in greater 47 than 50% of gametes of heterogametic parents, which in an XY system is the male. The drive 48 will then result in particularly profound increases in the frequency of the element in species 49 where females mate just once, as here within-ejaculate sperm competition is particularly 50 strong. Drive phenomena are conceptually important as examples of intragenomic conflict, 51 but are also studied as important ecological and evolutionary forces (Lindholm et al., 2016, 52 Jaenike, 2001). They have been considered important in the evolution of sex ratios 53 (Hamilton, 1967) , mating rate (Price et al., 2008) , in generating coevolutionary cycles with 54 autosomal resistance genes (Bastide et al., 2011) , and in the generation of reproductive 55 isolation and hence speciation (Johnson, 2010, Phadnis and Orr, 2009) . 56 The frequency of driving chromosomes is commonly heterogeneous over space (Lindholm et 57 al., 2016) . This variation takes a variety of forms. In Drosophila pseudoobscura, the driving SR 58 X-chromosome shows clinal variation in the USA, being present at low frequency in Northern 59 populations compared to Southern (Sturtevant and Dobzhansky, 1936) . The frequency of 60 driving X-chromosomes in D. simulans is a geographical mosaic, with high frequency in some 61 populations, medium in others, and absence in some (Bastide et al., 2011) . In the house 62 mouse, populations also harbour the autosomal driving t-haplotype at varying frequencies 63 (Lenington et al., 1988) . Past work on D. subobscura indicates a stepped change in the 64 frequency of the Sex Ratio distorting drive chromosome (henceforth referred to as "SRs") 5 between North Africa and Southern Europe, with SRs present at 15-25% frequency in North 66 African samples, but at 0-2% in adjacent Southern European populations (Jungen, 1967 , 67 Hauschteckjungen, 1990 , Prevosti, 1974 . 68 Some of the causes of this spatial heterogeneity are known in some cases. For D. 69 pseudoobscura and D. neotestacea, drive frequency is negatively associated with female 70 remating rate, compatible with a reduction in intra-ejaculate competition (Price et al., 2014, 71 Pinzone and Dyer, 2013). Female remating is also proposed to play a role in preventing the 72 spread of the driving t-haplotype in house mice (Sutter and Lindholm, 2015, Manser et al., 73 2011). In D. simulans, variation in resistance gene presence is important (Bastide et al., 74 2011). Modification of multiple meiotic drive types by Y-linked suppression also exhibits 75 geographic heterogeneity in D. paramelanica (Stalker, 1961) . Restrictions of abiotic 76 conditions have also been proposed to influence drive frequency in D. neotestacea (Dyer, 77 2012). In D. subobscura, however, the causes of differences in frequency across its range 78 remain uncertain. 79 Here, we examine the causes of variation in the frequency of the SRs chromosome in D. 80 subobscura. SRs was first recovered and characterized as a case of sex chromosome meiotic 81 drive in D. subobscura collected from Tunisia in the sixties, where it had reached a frequency 82 of 15-25% (Jungen, 1967 , Jungen, 1968 . Later studies in Southern Europe and Morocco 83 between 1974 and 2002 revealed the SRs chromosome type was present in Morocco at 5-84 25% frequency, in Southern Spain at 0-2% frequency, and was absent in Italian, French and 85 Northern Spanish populations (Prevosti, 1974 , Sole et al., 2002 . Variation in female mating 86 rate can be excluded as a cause of SRs frequency heterogeneity, as the species is 87 6 monandrous in the populations tested for SRs (Verspoor et al., 2016) . Based on earlier work 88 by Hauschteck-Jungen (1990) , two alternate explanations for the spatial heterogeneity 89 observed can be proposed. First, the SRs chromosome may be incompatible on genetic 90 backgrounds outside North Africa. In support of this, a cross where an SRs chromosome 91 from Tunisia was placed onto the genetic background of a Swiss isoline resulted in infertile 92 males (Hauschteckjungen, 1990 April 2016 (Verspoor et al., 2015 . Flies were caught from wild populations using banana, 116 yeast and beer baits for collections at all three locations (Markow and O'Grady, 2005) . Wild-117 caught females were brought into the laboratory and their offspring highly inbred to create 118 isofemale lines (David et al., 2005) , which captures wild genotypes and minimizes adaptation 119 to the laboratory. Wild caught males were mated to a laboratory female to measure the sex-120 ratio of the offspring they produce. One Tunisian male was also used to isolate the SRs 121 driving chromosome to be used in hybrid crosses (Verspoor et al., 2016) .A sex-ratio of >85% 122 females was used to assign status of SRs to a male (Hauschteckjungen, 1990) . Fitness of the SRs chromosome in an F2 hybrid genetic background 159 We then tested the fitness of SRs when it had been introgressed for 2 generations into a 160 foreign Spanish background. To produce the experimental males we crossed F1 161 heterozygote females carrying one SRs X-chromosome to males from three randomly 162 selected Spanish isolines. The resulting male offspring now carried either an SRs or a Spanish 163 non-driving X-chromosome with a ~25% Tunisia/75% Spain genetic background. These focal 164 males were mated as described above to a Spanish female, and the number of offspring 165 produced was recorded. Focal males that produced fewer than 5 offspring could not be 166 reliably assigned by offspring sex ratio, and so their X-chromosome type was confirmed by 167 sequencing the G6P gene region in both directions and using SNPs to identify the 168 chromosome of origin (see SOM for details). The number of offspring produced was 169 analysed using a Wilcoxon rank test as it was not possible to transform the data to meet the 170 requirements of parametric tests. 
Results
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SRs frequency remains consistent in North Africa and Spain 223 We found evidence for moderate levels of the SRs phenotype in males screened from 224 Morocco (18%) and Tunisia (12%) (Figure 1, Supplementary table 1) . We found evidence for 225 the SRs phenotype at very low frequencies in males in South Spain (0.5%) ( Figure 1 (Figure 2A ). We found a highly significant interaction between X-chromosome 241 type and genetic background (Figure 2A Supplementary Table 3 ). This result corroborates the 266 previous evidence of strong incompatibilities between in Spanish backgrounds and SRs, and 267 extended these incompatibilities to a more distant population sample from the UK. Testing for rescue of SRs phenotype by backcrossing to the Tunisian genetic background 284 We tested if reintroducing Tunisian genetic material could rescue the fertility of the SRs 285 chromosome by backcrossing a small number of F3 offspring that were produced to Tunisian 286 19 males. The resulting F4 SRs sons had restored fertility ( Supplementary Table 4 ). This restored 287 fertility was specific to those crosses that reintroduced Tunisian genetic backgrounds. 288 The fitness of Tunisian SRs background in Moroccan genetic backgrounds 289 The result of the experiment crossing Tunisian SRs into Moroccan genetic backgrounds 290 demonstrates that the hybrid incompatibility does not occur when the Tunisian SRs is 291 crossed into genetic backgrounds from a population in Morocco. Hybrid crosses between 292 Moroccan isolines and the Tunisian driver did not differ significantly in the number of 293 offspring they produced when compared to a fully Tunisian background (ANOVA F11,245, p = 294 0.318; figure 4 ). There were no significant differences between any of the isolines using No evidence for suppression preventing the spread of drive 302 Sex-ratio distortion of SRs males across multiple populations 303 We compared the strength of drive in three different populations, Tunisia, Spain and the UK. 304 We observed that drive is stronger in hybrids with partial Spanish and UK genetic 305 backgrounds than in the Tunisian background (ANOVA F2,36=17.71 p < 0.001; figure 5 ). This is 306 being driven by Tunisia showing evidence of suppression (Tukey's post hoc test: P<0.0.01 in 307 both comparisons, Supplementary table 5 ). Figure 5 also highlights that there are differences 308 in the strength of drive between genetic backgrounds from Tunisia that are consistent 309 between isolines. In contrast, the strength of drive appears to be consistently strong in all 310 genetic backgrounds from Spain and the UK. suppression, we found that all but one of these males was found to be both fertile and to 319 carry a Y-chromosome. This result demonstrates that in this system there is true suppression 320 in North Africa, as all but one of the sons produced by SRs fathers were fully fertile males 321 carrying a Y chromosome (Supplementary figure 2) with only one pseudomale (Cobbs, 1992) . 322 This demonstrates that the Y-chromosome was succeeding in being transmitted to these few 323 male offspring and that these males do produce functional sperm. (Lindholm et al., 2016) . In a number of these systems, the driving 328 chromosomes occur at different frequencies across species ranges (Lindholm et al., 2016, 329 Jaenike, 2001). In some cases, factors underlying these differences have been identified, for 330 example remating rates (Price et al., 2014, Pinzone and Dyer, 2013) or genetic suppression 331 (Bastide et al., 2011 , Stalker, 1961 . However, these explanations are by no means 332 ubiquitous. Thus, our broader understanding of factors that dictate the frequency of selfish 333 driving chromosomes in natural populations remains incomplete. 334 In this study we aimed to further understand the causes of the difference of frequency in 335 SRs, a driving X-chromosome, in the monandrous fruit fly Drosophila subobscura. Our field 336 collections of D. subobscura from three populations (Tunisia, Morocco, and Southern Spain) 337 confirm that the SRs phenotype is still present in all three locations (Figure 1 ). Frequencies of 338 SRs were similar to previous samplings from Tunisia and Morooco (Jungen, 1967 , 339 Hauschteckjungen, 1990 , Prevosti, 1974 . However, in southern Spain we found the drive 340 phenotype at slightly lower frequencies than previous reports (Sole et al., 2002) What is causing the evolution of these incompatibilities? Population specific co-evolution 358 driven by genetic conflict between drivers and suppressors is a plausible explanation for 359 these incompatibilities (Johnson, 2010, Crespi and Nosil, 2013) . The evolution of genetic 360 suppression of selfish driving chromosomes has been observed in a number of other systems 361 (for example Bastide et al., 2011 , Stalker, 1961 . In the SRs system, the weak suppression in 362 North Africa supports this hypothesis, as evidence that genetic conflicts over suppression are 363 ongoing. Our results are therefore consistent with the involvement of drive and suppression 364 in causing these incompatibilities. However, the observations to date represent interactions 365 between an entire SRs chromosome and Spanish autosomes: they do not causally link drive 366 itself to the incompatibility. Future work will need to examine the mechanism underlying 367 incompatibility in depth, and in particular the role of the driver (as opposed to linked 368 variants) in causing incompatibility. If the driver is shown to be causally associated with 369 incompatibility, it will represent strong evidence in support of the hypothesis that 370 24 drive/autosome coevolution may drive the primary stages of reproductive isolation, as 371 hypothesized by (McDermott and Noor, 2012) . 372 Will this incompatibility barrier remain intact in the long term? Measuring the degree of 373 gene-flow between North Africa and Europe will be important in order to determine this. 374 Historically, D. subobscura was likely divided into sub-populations by glaciation. However 375 currently there is admixture and gene-flow between these populations (Krimbas, 1993) . In sub-species and sister species there is already strong evidence for drive loci being associated 385 with incompatibilities (Phadnis and Orr, 2009, McDermott and Noor, 2012) . We see no 386 reason to expect drive specific incompatibilities to be restricted to these systems. 387 Incompatibilities created by co-evolution between suppressors and drivers could plausibly 388 exist in other systems. In many systems suppressors of drivers occur across populations (see recombination and creates linkage across large areas regions (for example Dyer et al., 2007, 393 Babcock and Anderson, 1996). 394 The system allows us a unique opportunity to gain insights into the early origins of 395 incompatibility associated with meiotic drive. It is likely the SRs system experienced a degree 
